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advice, please visit www.advantageiq.co.uk where both individual reports and subscriptions are available for
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Overview
Stellar Asset Management Ltd (“Stellar” or “the Manager”) continues to raise funds for the Stellar
Income IHT Service (the “Service”), which will aims to provide Inheritance tax (“IHT”) mitigation
to private clients through investment into a portfolio of BR-qualifying unquoted companies and
underlying trades in a range of sectors by partnering with sector experts. The Service aims to
provide investors with target income of 4.5% per annum (net of all fees).

Investment Details:
Score:

84

Offer Type

Evergreen

BR strategy

Income focused asset-backed trades

BR AUM (Pre-Offer)

£19.6 million

Manager AUM

£330 million

Risk Level

Medium

Investment:
Minimum subscription

£25,000

Maximum qualifying subscription per tax year

N/A

Early bird discount

N/A

Loyalty discount

N/A

Closing Date:
There is no closing date

This document verifies that the Stellar Income IHT Service has successfully
completed our independent due diligence process, having passed through
all stages of the governance process in the run-up to the report’s
publication on the date listed below. It has therefore been awarded the MJ
Hudson Cornerstone Trustmark.
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Risk Warning for IHT BR Schemes
Individuals should always read and bear in mind the ‘Risk Warning’ notices that are included
within providers’ investment offer literature/documentation, including Prospectuses,
Information Memorandums, Securities Notes, Brochures and other related marketing literature.
While the following list is by no means exhaustive, some of the main risks to be aware of are:
•

Investments may be made in small, unquoted companies and/or partnerships, and should be considered as
high risk;

•

Investments may be highly illiquid and difficult to realise. Realisations and distributions could be further
delayed if a substantial proportion of the investors in a product/service wish to exit around the same time;

•

An IHT BPR investment should be viewed as a long-term investment;

•

Legislation, together with the nature and level of tax reliefs, is subject to change. There can be no guarantee
that investments will be eligible or remain eligible for business property relief;

•

Past investment performance is not and never should be used as a guide to future performance. The value of
your investment may go down as well as up;

•

Investment strategies employed by various managers differ from each other. Individuals should ensure that
they understand the nature and inherent risks of the product/service for which they are considering a
subscription;

•

IHT BPR insurance options may have exclusions and termination/renewal dates;

•

IHT BPR investments should only be undertaken by sophisticated investors who understand and have given
careful consideration to the underlying investment strategy and associated risks. For help in determining
potential investment suitability, we recommend that professional advice should be sought.
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Executive Summary
MANAGER
Stellar Asset Management Ltd (“Stellar” or the “Manager”) was established in 2007 by former Directors of Close Brothers
Investment Limited. Stellar focuses predominantly on BR qualifying investments, and today has approximately £330
million under management, spread across both AIM quoted companies and private businesses operating across a
variety of asset-backed sectors. The Manager typically partners with third-party specialist/advisers to assist with the
management of underlying assets and investments. Having been in operation for almost 13 years now, Stellar has a
growing track of operation, and continues to grow organically in line with its AUM.

PRODUCT:
Stellar Income IHT Service was introduced to the BR IHT marketplace in July 2015 and will provide investors with the
opportunity to invest in a single underlying company, Stellar Trading Limited through discretionary managed service.
This company will pool funds and invest in/acquire underlying partnerships operating in three distinct sectors. Stellar
uses Joint Venture Partners to manage the underlying assets on behalf of each partnership. The product offers
individuals exposure to asset-backed businesses with the intention to preserve capital and generate an annual income
return of at least 4.5% p.a. Dividends are paid semi-annually in April and October with the target income return having
been met every year to date, Realisations should be possible via quarterly redemption opportunities – subject to
liquidity constraints and Director discretion. In spite of the capital preservation strategy, and income flows, Stellar
Trading Limited has performed very strongly with a capital uplift of over 33% since its launch.

SUMMARY OPINION:
Stellar’s Directors have significant experience in managing IHT-efficient investment products, given their existing
products and past experience at Close Brothers Investment Limited. The Manager has been increasing in both
revenues and net assets and has made a profit for the past five years, albeit profit margins have narrowed in the most
recent financial period. According to Stellar, this margin compression has been driven by slower fundraising as a
result of Brexit uncertainty, along with additional investment into Stella’s workforce and IT systems. Jonathan Gain,
founder and CEO owns over 60% of Stellar, which does present a concentration in ownership, and given his
significant involvement in both the daily operations of the business and execution of investment strategies, presents
a significant level of key person risk. Nonetheless, Stellar has made an effort to shore up its governance and
oversight procedures, with the addition of a number of committees and we acknowledge that the involvement of
Joint Venture Partners helps to mitigate this risk to an extent. That being said, many of these committees are
comprised of the same members, and thus do not have the level of independence that is possible for larger
managers.
The Income IHT Service seeks to appeal to perceived market demand for an income focused BR IHT qualifying capital
preservation product. Among the key features for the Income IHT Service is that investors should not have to realise
shares in order to receive ongoing income distributions, and quarterly redemption opportunities – subject to liquidity
constraints and Director discretion. While the investment team has recently expanded to four individuals, it is arguably
under resourced for the large amount of work involved with the Manager’s three IHT products given the range of
operating companies that are invested in. Overall, given the use of JVPs, the team appear to be well resourced and we
accept that the Joint Venture Partner model provides access to sector specialists as required but this adds to costs.
Key man risk is also a concern to us, specifically with regards the CEO, Jonathan Gain – despite appropriate insurance
measures in place. While the JVPs are not the services only source of deal flow, they likely contribute the majority.
Even if many of those relationships are longstanding, which should be viewed as a positive, the long term success of
the product hinges on the maintenance and quality of these arrangements and where those relationships are not
delivering adequate returns it is not clear that the Manager has the resources to identify alternatives. We do accept
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that the use of specialist partnerships in each sector means that investors will benefit from niche expertise that may
not be otherwise available from a generalist asset manager.
A 4.5% net return target is relatively high in the market, and arguably demonstrates the level of risk which these
strategies may expose investors to. To counter that point, the Manager argues that it invests into the same sectors and
similar types of assets to comparable managers, and that it returns more of the proceeds from those assets to investors.
It is worth noting that a number of the operating businesses (hotels in particular) will have been adversely impacted
by COVID -19 although the Manager was able to provide us with a detailed plan of actions taken to mitigate the impact
The Income IHT Service is worth considering for investors who would benefit from a twice yearly dividend and a
relatively strong capital performance but those investors should bear in mind there is very little diversification in the
portfolio.

Positives
AT THE MANAGER LEVEL:
•

Management at Stellar have significant experience in managing BR IHT focused products, not only during
their time at Stellar, but also through their time at Close Brothers;

•

The Manager has achieved respectable organic growth, with both turnover and assets under management
both increasing in recent years, and this has enabled it to increase its headcount, and improve its back-office
functionality;

•

Despite some inconsistency in levels of funds raised, Stellar has managed to raise an average over £30 million
per annum since inception;

•

Senior management have a substantial ownership stake in the business, which aligns them somewhat with
the success of their main products;

•

Since our previous review of Stellar back in August 2018, it has made improvements to its overall governance
and oversight functions, with a total of eight governance committees in place; however, we note that most of
these committees are comprised the same individuals;

•

Stellar has been forthcoming with data and information requests, providing us with a number of supporting
documents for its compliance and business oversight processes.

AT THE PRODUCT LEVEL:
•

The Income IHT Service aims to provide regular income distributions which might prove attractive to some
investors, although as with any unlisted investment such distributions cannot be guaranteed;

•

A quarterly redemption policy for the Income IHT Service offers the possibility for somewhat timely investor
realisations without incurring exit fees. However, this is subject to liquidity reserves and Director discretion.
The product should still be treated as long term and relatively illiquid;

•

All proposed investments receive a third party valuation from a specialist in the sector (independent from the
Joint Venture Partner) and this is updated every six months;

•

The operating businesses are generally backed by tangible assets (e.g. property).
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•

The Income IHT Service has now been established for five years, and the current portfolio has generated both
regular dividends in line with the target and a strong capital return

•

The investment team has grown from two to four individuals since our last review. Jonathan Gain and Pierre
Clark have significant experience in the space, which leaves the team well equipped to manage the service;
albeit still reliant on third parties in many instances;

•

The Investment Committee papers provided by Stellar to evidence the investment process were detailed and
informative, with quantitative and qualitative analysis of both the investment opportunity and the market;

•

The Service has managed to meet its 4.5% annual dividend target in each year since inception, accompanied
by impressive capital growth;

•

The Manager has informed us that it has worked with its Joint Venture Partners to implement plans which
have mitigated the impact of COVID-19 on the Services.

Issues to consider
AT THE MANAGER LEVEL:
•

While the Manager’s revenues and net assets have been increasing steadily for the past five years, the profit
margins have narrowed in the most recent financial period, with the Manager just about breaking even in the
2019 financial year;

•

While Stellar has a large number of committees, these are made up of most of the same individuals. The
Manager does not have the resources to provide the level of independence on its committees that others can
achieve;

•

While we acknowledge that the business has made a conscious decision to focus on BR qualifying investments,
and has built a depth of experience here, it does mean that it is heavily exposed to any potential legislative
changes in this area;

•

Jonathan Gain, the current CEO is the majority shareholder of the business, and along with this significant
involvement in both the daily running of the business, and execution of the investment strategy, gives rise to
a significant level of key person risk.

•

By construction, the Stellar business model means that it is heavily reliant on a number of third parties in the
execution and oversight of its investment strategies, which does give rise to a level of counterparty risk not
associated with firms which have brought these functions in-house, although it does help to mitigate the
degree of the key person risk present at Stellar, to some extent.

AT THE PRODUCT LEVEL:
•

The Income IHT Service has very little diversification with the largest investment making up 48% of the
portfolio; further the current portfolio is heavily exposed to sectors directly impacted by the government
imposed lockdown as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic;

•

At just under £20 million in AUM, the Service may struggle to provide liquidity for investors seeking
redemptions which are undertaken on matched bargain basis;
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•

While we are glad to see recent expansion in the team, it does mean that three of the four team members have
been with Stellar for less than eighteen months. Therefore, it is difficult to ascertain how well they work
together as a team;

•

The strategy for the Service will be heavily reliant on the work undertaken by the JVPs, both for initial deal
sourcing, and with regard to initial due diligence; as such the effective execution of the strategy may come
under scrutiny should these relationships breakdown and it may be difficult to find an alternative if some of
the JVPs fail to deliver performance;

•

Although Stellar has a conflicts policy in place the existence of JVPs and the need to incentivise them to work
with the Manager means there are a number of unavoidable conflicts which will need to be managed carefully;

•

Although Stellar will generally avoid investing in trades which will subsequently take on debt in the course of
trading activities, we understand that external debt is likely to be sourced when acquiring hotels. The Manager
suggests that the debt holders’ secured charge will have no recourse beyond the assets of the individual hotel
and assures us that there is a policy of a maximum of 50% leverage, but the inclusion of leverage does, in our
view increase the overall product risk;

•

There is a significant level of administration involved for the Service, Stellar argues that its use of Asset
Management tool, Libris, should enable much of this to be automated, in terms of tracking etc., which in
conjunction with its client services team should ensure that such burdens do not fall on investors themselves;

•

Although all Partnerships/trades have the same target/performance incentive return hurdles, Stellar and the
Joint Venture Partner may qualify for a performance payment from one Partnership independent of the
performance of the other Partnerships. We accept the logic in this from a Joint Venture Partner’s perspective,
yet from an investor’s perspective it does mean that its possible payments could be made even if the broader
investment in Succession underperformed on aggregate and it is unusual to be charged a performance fee on
what is described as a capital preservation strategy; however, we note that returns to investors are uncapped
and investors benefit in 80% of any upside where above target returns are generated.
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Manager Quality
Manager Profile
Stellar Asset Management Limited (“Stellar” or the “Manager”) was established in September 2007 by a group of
directors who had previously worked together at Close Brothers Investment Limited, notably Jonathan Gain and
Craig Reader - Stellar’s current CEO and Chairman, respectively. We understand that Craig was the founder of Close
Brothers Investment Limited, and Jonathan was its Finance Director. At its peak, Close Brothers Investment Limited
had assets under management of £3.5bn predominantly spread across BR, EIS and VCT qualifying services and
property investments.
In total, Stellar has 22 full-time staff, which has increased from 16 at the time of our last review in 2018. There are four
individuals in the investment team, five in the finance team, four in operations, five in business development, three in
marketing and one in administration. The Manager arguably also benefits from a broader resource base given its
established relationships with third-party specialist advisers across its product offerings; although it could also be
argued that there would be some benefit in bringing some of these functions in-house. Through our discussion with
Stellar, we understand that it is looking to expand the team organically and in line with its growth in AUM and have
acknowledged the possibility of additional office space accordingly.
Although only a small amount of funds were transferred from the former Close Trading Companies, the Manager has
had substantial growth since its inception. As can be seen from the chart below, the AUM has grown consistently
year on year for the last seven years, with a current AUM of £330 million.
CH A RT 1: F I R M AU M A S A T AP R I L 2 02 0
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Source: Stellar; AdvantageIQ

Stellar is focused solely on estate and succession planning and offer a range of asset-backed investment services.
Currently, the manager offers three BR products, an EIS service (which is currently closed to fundraising and will be
wound down as assets are realised) and five other LP funds, invested across hotels, farms, and strategic land
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development. Stellar has stated that although it will continue to investigate the potential to launch new products
and services, there are no immediate plans at this stage, with the current focused being placed on organic growth of
its existing product offering.
TA BL E 1: STE L LA R P R O D U CT B RE AK D O WN A S A T M A Y 2 0 2 0
( £ '0 0 0 )

A UM

Stellar Income (previously Stellar Estate Planning Service)

£21 million

Stellar Growth (previously Stellar Succession)

£97 million

Stellar ESP AIM Portfolio Service

£71 million

The Stellar Wind Energy EIS Fund

£7 million

First Stellar Farming Fund LP

£1 million

The Stellar Martineau Place LP

£35 million

The Stellar Dundee Hotel LP

£6 million

The Stellar Channel Tunnel LLP

£10 million

The Brandon Strategic Land Development LP

£5 million

Source: Stellar; AdvantageIQ

The Manager’s current AUM breakdown is presented below, and as can be seen, its BR offering makes up the
majority of the current overall AUM, at 85%, with 8% invested in legacy EIS investments and the remainder in the
standalone LP funds. As a result, Stellar is largely exposed to the tax advantaged market, and in particular Business
Relief; and as such as with all managers operating within this space, subjected to potential changes in regulation
around these types of products.
CH A RT 2: STE LL A R AS S E TS U ND E R M A NAG E ME N T B RE AK DO W N A S A T M A Y 2 0 2 0

7%
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85%
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Other

Source: Stellar; AdvantageIQ

Below is Stellar’s fund raising record to date, with an annual fundraise of £55 million in 2019. However, fundraising
levels over the past eight years has been inconsistent, nonetheless fundraising levels, have been in excess of £10
million per annum, and in some instances substantially more than that, averaging over £30 million through the
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period of examination. Further, although we have been informed that that Brexit uncertainty had hindered
fundraising in 2019, this has been the second highest fundraising year to date.
CH A RT 3: FU N D RA IS I NG AS AT MA Y 2 02 0
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Source: Stellar; Advantage IQ

Stellar employs its own client servicing team, and states that all advisers and clients are given access to an online
portal where all reports, valuations and correspondence are saved. New investors and advisors will receive welcome
packs, and investors will then receive quarterly valuation updates and commentary, and more extensive reports are
issued on a bi-annual basis. Application processing, client money handling and nominee services are performed by
Woodside Corporate Services Limited, with which Stellar has SLAs in place.
Stellar is an established manager operating within the tax-advantaged space, having been in operation almost 13
years. It has placed its focus on asset-backed investments, in the past primarily on commercial and residential
property development investments and hotels; however, this has now expanded across a wider range of areas,
including the AIM product currently under review. Unlike some other more established managers, Stellar relies upon
a number of third parties to assist with the oversight and execution of many of its strategies. However, the internal
team continues to grow in line with its AUM.
In conclusion, the Manager has been growing steadily in recent years, both in AUM and staff numbers. The
Management team have significant experience in managing BR IHT focused products; however, as these account for
85% of the Managers Assets, they are heavily exposed to potential changes in regulation. Nonetheless, the manager
has a good presence in this space, and has good back-office functions to support any future growth.
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Financial & Business Stability
Stellar Asset Management is currently a standalone entity, but it has stated that it is considering incorporating a group
structure in the business as it continues to expand, which could be complete as early as the end of Q3 2020. Like most
investment managers, Stellar’s revenues are derived primarily through fund management activities, and thus growth
in revenues will be reliant on the Manager’s ongoing ability to continue to increase its level of funds under
management.
As can be seen from the table below, revenues have been steadily increasing over the last five years, generating a CAGR
of 22.05%. However, the rise in costs through 2019 outpaced the growth in revenue, bucking the longer-term trend
and resulting in a significant decline in profits. Stellar note that the slowdown in revenue growth was as a result of
uncertainty around Brexit in 2019, having an impact on fundraising and therefore revenue; although fundraising
figures provided to us suggest the contrary. Further, Stellar had invested in improving IT systems and increasing
staffing levels, which it has stated will increase future long term profits and therefore growth.
Nonetheless, net assets continued to increase, albeit marginally for the 2019 financial year, and according to the 2018
financial accounts, there was over £230,000 cash in the bank, with no long term debt. Thus, while the firm has relatively
low levels of profits, it appears to be relatively well capitalised, net assets increasing year on year, with a five year
CAGR of 26.46%, and a net asset base of £549,000 in 2019.
TA B L E 2: KE Y F I NA N C I AL M E T R I CS SU M M A R Y O F STE L LA R A SSE T M A NAG E ME N T
2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

5 Y R . C AG R

Revenues

£949,441

£1,391,347

£1,892,341

£2,499,504

£2,571,442

22.05%

Costs

£934,291

£1,342,132

£1,814,764

£2,308,730

£2,559,733

22.33%

Cost to Income ratio

0.98

0.96

0.96

0.92

0.995

Operating Profit

£15,150

£49,215

£77,577

£190,774

£11,709

Net Profit

£13,955

£39,020

£65,033

£127,758

£10,662

Net Profit Margin (%)

1.50%

2.80%

3.40%

5.10%

0.41%

Net Assets

£169,757

£345,641

£410,674

£538,432

£549,094

-5.24%

26.46%

Source: Stellar Asset Management Limited Financial accounts December 2016, December 2018, and Financial accounts December 2019.

The Stellar ownership structure is presented below and shows that Jonathan Gain owns a significant proportion of
the business, with a 62% holding. Stellar Asset Management Limited has no subsidiaries or associates.
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CH A RT 4: STE LLA R O W NE RS H IP S T RU CT U R E

10%

7%

21%

Jonathan Gain

Craig Reader

62%

Matthew Stiener

Former Employees

Source: Stellar; Advantage IQ

Notwithstanding the decline in profitability through the Manager appears to be in a relatively stable, position. That
being said, revenue and profitability levels are below many of its peers operating within this space. The ownership
structure is simple, and we commend that it is majority owner-managed, and thus management can focus on the
business with no external influence. However, we note an ownership concentration in Jonathan Gain’s holding of
62%. Further, the fact that Jonathan Gain and Craig Reader have been the driving force of the business going back to
the Close Investments days, and that between them they own 83% of the business, in our view presents a strong
element of key man risk. Stellar says it has a key man insurance policy in effect, but nevertheless we consider that
given the size of the investment team especially, and in view of his long standing relations with various Joint Venture
Partners, at present Jonathan Gain represents an integral part of the team.

Quality of Governance and Management Team
Stellar’s Board, the ultimate decision making entity, is made up of six Directors: Jonathan Gain (CEO), Craig Reader
(Chairman), Matthew Steiner (corporate Development Director), Claire Taylor (Finance Director), and Daryl Hine (COO),
These individuals also make up the Stellar Investment Committee, which covers all of Stellar’s products. Claire Taylor
and Daryl Hine are more recent additions to the senior management team, having joined the business in September
2019 and July 2019 respectively, with former Operation Director, Andrew Watson departing from Stellar in October
2018.
As can be seen below, the Manager has many governance committees. It is worth noting that since our last review of
Stellar, in January 2018, it has expanded upon its governance and oversight structure. Thus, while some of the
aforementioned directors have been with the business for less than one year, the expansion on these structures is
encouraging, nonetheless.
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TA B L E 3: O VE RS IG H T C O M M ITTE E S/ W O R KI NG G R OU PS
CO M M IT TE E

DE T AIL S
Mandate: To decide and agree long term strategic direction for Stellar AM. Review and sign off
material business decisions / strategies and review other general management matters.

Management
Committee
Meeting

Members: Jonathan Gain, Daryl Hine, Matthew Steiner, Claire Taylor
Frequency: Weekly and Ad-Hoc

Stellar
Investment
Committee

Mandate: Sign off for each Investment across Stellar AM's product range. For EIS investments,
any investment decisions are passed to the respective boards for ratification. Review and
monitor transactions post investment.
Members: Craig Reader, Jonathan Gain, Daryl Hine, Claire Taylor, Matthew Steiner
Frequency: Monthly and ad-hoc

Anti-Financial
Crime
Committee

Mandate: To decide and agree long term strategic direction for Stellar AM. Review and sign off
material business decisions / strategies and review other general management matters.
Members: Jonathan Gain, Daryl Hine, Claire Taylor, Glen Halley
Frequency: Quarterly

Risk
Management
Committee

Mandate: To conduct a more detailed periodic review of previously identified
risks, and to identify and discuss new risks. This includes identifying appropriate
actions to mitigate risk and reviewing progress against previously identified
actions.
Members: Jonathan Gain, Daryl Hine, Claire Taylor, Glen Halley
Frequency: Quarterly

Mandate: to conduct a more detailed periodic review of previously identified conflicts, and to
identify and discuss new conflicts, as well as monitoring and refining policies and procedures.
Conflicts
Committee

Members: Jonathan Gain, Daryl Hine, Claire Taylor
Frequency: Quarterly
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Mandate: The compliance of all products under Stellar in light of the continually evolving
external regulatory environment.
Compliance
Committee

Members: Jonathan Gain, Daryl Hine, Claire Taylor, Glen Halley
Frequency: Quarterly meetings with CCL, ad-hoc meetings for specific projects.

Team Leaders’
Meeting

Mandate: To agree key priorities for the week ahead in each department, ensure
they are aligned with, and reflect, main business objectives and to review risks
and related actions.
Members: Relevant Team Leaders, DH to chair
Frequency: monthly

Mandate: : To review staff and director remuneration and to agree any compensation based on
company and individual performance.
Members:
Remuneration
Committee

Directors Remuneration: Craig Reader, Jonathan Gain
Staff Remuneration: Jonathan Gain, Daryl Hine, Claire Taylor
Frequency: Weekly and Ad-Hoc

Source: Stellar; AdvantageIQ

Though having a number of committees is impressive, we note that there are no independent members on any of
these committees, and the same individuals appear to be on the majority of them. In particular Jonathan Gain, who is
not only the majority shareholder, is also heavily involved in the investment process, and the ongoing management
of the business. However, Stellar would like to point out that as it involves a third party within the investment
process for a number of the services which it provides, including the one under review here, this does provide an
additional layer of control.
Further, Jonathan Gain, is also the firm’s Compliance Officer (SMF16), as well as the Money Laundering Officer
(SMF17). We understand that while he has significant experience in such roles in our view this could also represent a
potential conflict of interests and would suggest that it would be preferable if the CEO role and the compliance
function were separated.
The Manager informs us that it aims to be more transparent than some rival managers in the industry. We
acknowledge that it has been forthcoming with us in terms of sharing example documentation, including conflicts of
interest, business continuity plan, complaints policy, and personal investment policy. We have reviewed these
documents and find them to be detailed; however, arrangements with joint venture partners mean there is arguably
less overall transparency than with similar services. Stellar states that it has provisions in place to protect against
Key Man risk with Key man insurance cover for a value of £1 million in place for Jonathan Gain, and £500,000 for
Matthew Steiner.
We have reviewed Stellar’s complaints log for 2019, which showed twelve recorded complaints. However, none of
these were referred to the FOS, and the log had outlined how these were resolved. Further, we are told that there are
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no complaints as of yet in 2020. Stellar Asset Management and any of its historical funds use RSM (formerly Baker
Tilly) as auditors. Stellar’s lawyers are Nabarro CMS and we understand it receives tax advice from Ernst & Young.
Overall, we are impressed by the number of governance committees that Stellar has in place, and by the supporting
documentation that was provided to us. However, the Manager’s governance could benefit from having independent
members in these committees, and we note the potential conflicts, and indeed key person risk which Jonathan Gain
presents due to his involvement in all operational and investment decision for the business.
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Product Quality Assessment
Investment Team
Stellar’s investment team comprises four individuals; Jonathan Gain, Pierre Cark (Investment Manager) David Stein
(Investment Analyst), and Lawrence Wu (Investment Assistant), who are responsible for all of Stellar’s IHT products.
These services all rely on outsourcing to third parties, and so the investment team are largely responsible for
overseeing the investment process and managing the relationships with subcontractors and the Joint Venture
Partners (“JVPs”) involved in these services. CEO Jonathan Gain, is also the senior team member, and along with other
members of the team will oversee all aspects of Stellar’s day to day investment management activities, including
meeting and maintaining the relationships with Stellar’s specialist Joint Venture Partners, analysis (due diligence),
write up of investment proposals as well as portfolio monitoring.
Jonathan Gain is a former Director of Close Brother Investments Ltd (1993-2006) and claims significant responsibility
for the establishment of its Close Trading Companies product that reportedly funded 129 developments since the mid1990s. Pierre, who joined in February 2020, is a chartered accountant and has previously worked in the investment
teams of both Close Brothers, and Downing LLP on their tax-advantaged funds. David and Lawrence have also joined
Stellar in the last 12 months and have prior experience in tax consultancy and banking, respectively. Previously, Craig
Reader, Chairman of Stellar had taken a more active role in the investments, and along with Jonathan were core
members of the investment team. It is encouraging therefore to note the recent growth in the investment team;
however, it should also be noted that the majority of its members have not worked together very long, and as such
there is a limited track record for examination illustrating its ability to effectively execute the investment strategy as
a team.
While we do consider an investment team of four individuals to be relatively small for a Service of this nature, Joint
Venture Partnerships have been established with operators in the relevant trade, with these partners tasked with the
outsourcing of the asset management in each trade for the Service. The Joint Venture Partners with which this Service
work are listed below:
•
•

Interstate Hotels and Resorts (Hotels)
Cannock Group Limited (Construction Finance)

The JVPs are responsible for deal sourcing, and leveraging sector expertise to manage and monitor assets postinvestment. The longevity of the relationships and their meeting target returns should be seen as a positive. It should
also be noted that while Stellar says that it is not obligated to proceed with deals sourced via any of these specialists,
we also understand that many of these relationships are based on years of partnership and given the reliance on the
ongoing relationships, we expect it likely that a majority of deals sourced by the Joint Venture Partners will be backed
by Stellar. The Stellar team members will work across all the various trades for these services to ensure that each
member becomes knowledgeable on each, rather than becoming an expert in just one.
Overall, given the use of JVPs, the team appear to be well resourced, and Jonathan in particular has impressive past
experience and expertise; however given the fact that many of the current team members have only recently joined,
Jonathan does present an element of key person risk. Although the arrangements with the JVPs are not exclusive, and
so Stellar are not bound to these partners, we feel that the services are reliant on them for deal flow, and are in effect
an extension of the current team. Nonetheless, the use of specialist partnerships in each sector means that investors
will benefit from niche expertise that may not be otherwise available from a generalist asset manager.
We present the biographies of key individuals in the appendix to this report.
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Investment Strategy & Philosophy
The Service uses Joint Venture Partnerships for each sector it invests in. While Stellar retain ultimate control, it
believes that these the investment strategy will benefit from involvement of sector specialists. The Service focus on
the generation and distribution of income.
The Income IHT Service was established in July 2015 as a complimentary product to another of Stellar’s products, the
Growth IHT Service, that was launched in January 2013, due to the Manager’s view that it would satisfy a demand in
the market for an income focused BR IHT product that aimed to generate significant annual income distributions
without any requirement to sell shares. Upon investment, we understand that individuals will receive a number of
shares in Stellar Trading Ltd at the prevailing share price. They will then receive immediate pro rata exposure to the
underlying portfolio of BR IHT qualifying businesses (currently four investments).
For the Income IHT Service, ordinarily, Stellar aims to invest client funds into the Stellar Trading Limited within 30
days of receipt. Cash held within this company, and pending investment in underlying trades, will be deposited into
money market funds to generate returns. For the Income IHT Service, the Manager is targeting an annual dividend
return to investors of at least 4.5% (net of all fees).
Investment will be made through the establishment of JVPs with established specialists within their respective sectors.
These partners will be tasked with providing the Manager with a supply of viable projects for Stellar to consider. The
JVPs are contracted to oversee and manage the underlying individual business on behalf of Stellar – often by
appointing their own specialist sub-contractors to undertake operations. Although both Income IHT Service and
Growth IHT Service use the same JVPs, the two will not co-invest with each other.
The Income IHT Service will invest only into Hotels, Residential property development, and Construction Finance. An
overview of the sectors is outlined below.

TA B L E 4: ST R ATE G Y O VE RV IE W – K E Y SE CT O R FE A TU RE S
SECTOR

Hotels
Construction Finance

JOINT VENTURE PARTNER(S)

Interstate Hotels and Resorts
Cannock Group Limited

TARGET
HOLDING
PERIOD

DEBT/ EQUITY

SECURITY

5+ years

50% Levered

Freehold land

12- 18 months

Debt

First charge

Source: Stellar

Hotels
Stellar acquires hotels as existing freehold or long leasehold assets and, in Hotels which are open for business. The
strategy will typically be to turnaround or improve the fortunes of under-valued or under-performing hotels in
strategic locations outside of London, for example through refurbishment, repositioning and rebranding. While hotels
usually change hands quite frequently, Stellar’s specialist partner for this sector will be able to add consistent value,
over a period of at least five years. Stellar aims to then exit these investments through sales to larger private equity
firms, wealthy families or established branded hotel owners. Stellar states that there is an active market for these sales,
and Stellar has previously made sales to Hotel Ibis and Holiday Inn. We note that investments into this sector will be
levered at the asset level, amounting to approximately 50%; however, this is the only sector that will use leverage.
Residential Property Development
The partnership will purchase the freehold or long leasehold on land, with planning permission, and will provide the
capital to fund construction, through equity investments. The JVP will use its expertise as an experienced developer
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and is expected to provide equity investment in order to ensure alignment of interests. The focus will be on multiple
unit housing developments outside of London, specifically high demand affordable living accommodation in areas that
offer value, thereby maximising investors returns which will be generated through sale proceeds of the units upon
completion, within an expected timeframe of approximately two years. We are told that Investors have priority return
from future sales to ensure that targeted returns are not compromised by any potential development delays.
Construction Finance
This will be similar to the residential development strategy, but instead will be providing debt, as oppose to equity, to
the residential property developers, as well as commercial property developers. This is a stand-alone debt investment
for different projects. The loan terms will typically between six and eighteen months, and the rate of interest will be
fixed from the outset, with the intention of generating a 4.5% net return per annum, as fees and interest will ordinarily
be deducted from the outset of the loan. The capital provided to the construction company will be secured against a
first charge on all monies due under the building contract.
The Manager informs us that although it does not intend to borrow to finance any of the trading activities, it may
sometimes source external debt to assist in the acquisition of business assets, e.g. hotels. In such instances the lender
will take a senior charge over the asset. However, the Manager says that any debt will be as no more than 50% of an
asset’s cost of acquisition. In our view the presence of debt increases overall product risk, albeit we acknowledge that
the use of leverage is limited.
In terms of realisations for the Income IHT Service, Stellar operates a share redemption program on a quarterly basis.
Ten days’ notice is required and then investors can expect to receive their realised capital within one to three months.
However, all redemptions are subject to liquidity (sufficient cash reserves within the IHT Company) and the discretion
of the Directors. Individuals must understand that redemption requests could take considerably longer to satisfy than
intended.
Overall, the strategy benefits from the expertise of the contracted JVPs, while having ultimate control retained by the
Manager. However, while acknowledge that there is security and contracts in place across all strategies, there is
arguably a degree of separation between the asset manager i.e. the JVPs, and the owner of the underlying assets. It
should be noted however, that although the Service offers a relatively straightforward proposition for investors
seeking to benefit from a level of capital preservation and income, it does offer a limited level of diversification.

Pipeline/Prospects and Current Portfolio
The Income IHT Service portfolio currently comprises of exposure of just two hotels, one construction finance project,
and one residential development. These four partnerships had a current value of just under £20 million as at May 2020.
Due to the small number of investments, the portfolio is heavily exposed to hotels at 75.3%, with the Cannock Troon
Hotel accounting for almost 50% of the portfolio. We note that this sector has been heavily impacted by the government
imposed lockdown as a result of COVID-19 although the Manager was able to provide reassurance that the impact had
been mitigated using Government grants and loans, and payment plans have been arranged with all suppliers over the
period.
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CH A RT 5: CU R R E N T I N CO M E I HT SE R V IC E PO R TF OL I O SE CT O R B RE AKD O W N ( AS A T M A Y
202 0)
1.3%

23.5%

75.3%

Hotels

Construction Finance

residential development

Source: Stellar

There is a significant concentration risk, as the performance of the service could be heavily impacted by a small change
in circumstances for just one of these investments, Nonetheless, the overall portfolio shows an unrealised gain of 33.8%.
The hotels in the portfolio contain leverage at the asset level, at 33%, and 30% respectively, which is well within Steller’s
maximum 50% leverage cap.
TA B L E 5: CU R R E N T I N C O ME I HT SE R V I CE P O RT FO L IO ( AS AT M A Y 2 020 )
PARTNERSHIP

SECTOR

COST

VALUE

CHANGE IN
VALUE (%)

AS A %
OF TOTAL
VALUE

LEVERAGE

Cannock Troon Hotel
LP

Hotels

£8,000,000

£9,250,000

15.6%

47.19%

33%

Heyford Homes
(Hankelow) LLP

Construction
Finance

£3,900,000

£4,600,000

17.9%

23.47%

N/A

Residential
Development

£250,000

£250,000

0.0%

1.28%

N/A

Hotels

£2,500,000

£5,500,000

120.0%

28.06%

30%

£14,650,000

£19,600,000

33.79%

Brandon Strategic
Development LP
(Loan)
Stellar Channel
Tunnel LLP
Total
Source: Stellar

In terms of the immediate pipeline, Stellar state that it has a strong pipeline of new developments to fund which are
in various stages of due diligence. We understand that it is actively looking at two new hotel opportunities and it is
also considering many other opportunities which the COVID-19 pandemic has created. Currently, investors should
expect to be invested within three months.
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We note that while the investment strategy is relatively straightforward, it does expose investors to an elevated level
of concentration, with a single asset accounting for almost half of the current portfolio. Further, two of these assets
employ leverage which does, in our opinion, elevate the level of risk associated with these assets if not managed
carefully. Nonetheless, according to the Manager’s current valuation’s these assets have performed well, with
significant and favourable uplifts in value. Going forward investors can expect to be allocated across all sectors.

Investment Process
Stellar has described its lending process as follows in AdvantageIQ:
TA B L E 6: I N VE ST ME N T P R O CE S S
I NV E STM E NT P ROC E SS

DE T AIL S

Deal Sourcing and
Origination

Deals are sourced either by Stellar or by external specialists, developers or brokers.
Typically, Stellar will have existing relationships with the third parties that source these
deals. If deals are presented by third parties that Stellar do not have an existing
relationship with, then due diligence is carried out on the source of the deal as well as
the deal itself. If a deal is sourced by third parties that Stellar has an existing relationship
with, it is presented to Stellar with due diligence having been undertaken by these third
parties. Stellar will then conduct its own due diligence and analysis on the deal to see
whether it is a viable proposition that meets the Income IHTs investment mandate (see
question below for details). If the deal is deemed to be viable and in line with the
mandate, the proposition will be presented to the IC by way of an IC paper prior to the
monthly IC meeting. The paper will then be officially tabled at the meeting alongside
independent valuations and other necessary supporting documents. The IC will have a
discussion as to whether to proceed. Often, the board will request further information
prior to agreeing the deal and the proposition may therefore roll on to the next IC
meeting once further analysis has been conducted. A unanimous agreement is required
amongst the board in order for a deal to proceed.

Deal Filtering and Selection

Prior to an acquisition, there is potentially two years’ worth of due diligence. We
actively:
• Monitor business activities;
• Undertake market research;
• Meet with new external specialists;
• Undertake extensive due diligence on new specialists and review their deal
history;
• Agree terms with specialists;
• Undertake due diligence on potential acquisitions;
• Undertake legal and accounting reviews of propositions.
Only after all of the above has been carried out will a proposition be put to the IC. There
must be 100% BR relief in all asset class deals, they must have the potential to grow at
the target rate of 5% net, and they must be UK based. Dependent on the market
conditions of each of the asset classes, some will be selected above others if there is a
specific or expected downturn in that sector.
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Due Diligence Process

All deals are subject to rigorous due diligence:
• Parameters for new projects are issued to JV partners and new projects are
reviewed against these parameters.
• Extensive project research is undertaken.
• Extensive sector and market research are undertaken.
• Management teams are met and interviewed.
• All asset purchases are approved subject to independent valuation which may
also include cost and sale appraisals.
• Robust legal process with respected lawyers encompassing all tax matters.
• Initial review by company’s auditors ahead of first audit.
•
Full investment committee review and approval is required for all deals.
Stellar Investment Committee (IC), which consists of the board of directors (i.e. Craig
Reader, Jonathan Gain, Matthew Steiner, Daryl Hine and Claire Taylor) ratifies all deals.
All board members must agree unanimously in order for a deal to progress.

Deal Approval
Source: Stellar; AdvantageIQ

The majority of deals are sourced through Stellar’s existing JVPs. The manager assures us that it performs its own due
diligence on its JVPs, getting to know them over a period of months, looking at their project history, deal flow, and
other related matters. JVPs, in turn, are trusted to perform the bulk of due diligence as sector experts on the underlying
proposals before submitting potential deals to Stellar. The Investment team will then review the proposals, perform
their own due diligence, follow up queries and then commission a third-party valuation from a qualified sector
valuation specialist for those opportunities that they are considering taking forward. These third parties are outlined
below; however, Stellar note that this is not an exhaustive list of the specialists that have been used in the past or will
be used in the future.
TA B L E 7: T H I RD P A RT Y V AL UA TI O N S PE C I AL IS TS
SE CTO R

TH I RD P A RTY

Residential Development

Strutt & Parker
Sanderson Weatherall

Hotels

Knight Frank

Construction Finance

Lambert Smith Hampton

Source: Stellar

If the investment team decides that they would like to put a deal forward to the investment committee, there will be
heads of terms and exclusivity agreements signed, and the team will prepare a summary document to be used in the
investment committee. If required for clarification, the JVP would be called to the IC meeting or beforehand. The
investment committee, which is comprised of the Stellar board of directors, will then require unanimous sign-off for
a deal to go ahead.
In terms of investment process documentation, Stellar have provided us with an example investment committee paper,
and IC top up paper for the Income IHT Service. We found the documents to be detailed and comprehensive, with both
quantitative and qualitative information. The IC paper outlined the members of the management team and their
backgrounds, the background on the company, business plans including detailed financial planning, and any
inspection and ratings made on the site or company. The top up paper outlined an updated overview of the sector,
including sector demand, performance statistics, risks and other trends.
In summary, while the JVPs are not the services only source of deal flow, they likely contribute the majority, if not all,
of the current deals. Therefore, the manager relies on its JVPs to provide deal flow and ongoing management of
portfolio investments. Stellar has its reason for outsourcing its deal sourcing and management processes which we
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have touched on previously. These relationships are therefore of utmost importance and we acknowledge that some
of them (but not all) are many years old. However, there is some concern as to what may happen should any of these
relationships sour or cease for whatever reason, both in terms of future deal flow and also the existing portfolio in that
sector.

Risk Management
Risks relating to the default of the investee companies are partly mitigated during initial due diligence undertaken
before an investment decision is made. Stellar’s internal team is arguably under resourced to carry out full due
diligence on underlying investments across all of its products. However, to augment its due diligence capabilities, it
relies on its specialist JVPs to thoroughly screen business investment opportunities according to Stellar’s pre-defined
criteria before submitting them to the Manager. While this means that much of its due diligence process is outsourced,
we appreciate Stellar’s perspective that most of these relationships are long-standing and they are experienced in
their respective industries. Further internal due diligence is performed by Stellar before a project is recommended to
its Investment Committee, which we are assured always involves a third-party valuation from a specialist valuer.
One of the main ways that Stellar seeks to manage risk is through diversity of the underlying trades. However, the
range of trades for the Income IHT is considerably narrower – currently at just three. For the income IHT Service,
Stellar has a policy that each trade should be between 20% and 50%, and this is the case for Hotels and construction
finance. Residential property only accounts for 1.3%. However, as the residential property development and
construction finance business lines are closely correlated, this could leave a large portion of the portfolio exposed to
the property market. Further, there will be an element of construction risk across some of the underlying trades.
Nonetheless, the security of having a first charge on many of the underlying investments does somewhat mitigate the
risk of loss.
Stellar has stated that where Debt is utilised, the Manager intends that this will be no more than 50% of an assets cost
of acquisition and investors can choose not to participate in the projects in which debt has been utilised.
We note that the target sectors appear to be generally uncorrelated, although we note that residential property
development, and construction finance, which are both exposed to the property market. Nonetheless, the security on
many of the assets mitigates the risk of loss, which includes land underpinning, freehold property or other asset
backing.
In terms of post-investment monitoring, we understand that this is still largely the responsibility of the JVPs, with
which Stellar stays in regular direct contact in order to monitor the portfolio, as well as to be up to date with deal flow
opportunities. This involves monthly face-to face meetings between the Stellar team and the JVP team, as well as adhoc verbal meetings, which can be as often as daily. Stellar also use third-party contractors to monitor the
performance of the developer, including reviewing weekly revenue information and monthly audited financials of the
partnership. This creates yet another degree of separation between the manager and the underlying asset. Stellar have
stated that it is aware of this, and points to the SLAs in place, as well as the fact that site visits are undertaken by the
Stellar investment team. Further, third party valuations are undertaken on the underlying assets either annually, or
semi-annually, depending on the trade.
The risk of loss can be mitigated further by investor’s themselves taking out option insurance that the Manager
facilitates. For additional fees, three separate levels of cover for losses crystallised on death can be arranged. While
this is not unique to Stellar, and does come at an extra` cost, it may provide further peace of mind to investors.
In terms of oversight structures, we note that as it stands there are no independent non-executives on the Board of
Stellar Trading Limited. In our opinion, it would be beneficial to have independents involved in the oversight and
governance process of the underlying companies.
Overall, we acknowledge the Manager’s argument that its believes it has access to greater levels of specialist expertise
across multiple trades via the JVPs than may have been possible by significantly building up its own investment team
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(at substantial cost), yet outsourcing deal origination and ongoing project management functions to third parties
remains unusual compared to most other rival Managers.

Key Features
Investors in the Income IHT Service will be charged a 1.5% initial fee on the total amount invested, and a 1% annual
management charge on the sum invested into the underlying trading company, as well as a 0.5% annual admin fee.
There is a 1.5% dealing fee charged to the partnerships for the Income IHT Service on the amount allocated into an
underlying investment. There is a performance fee 20%, over a performance hurdle of 1.045x net of fees.
For the Income IHT Service, this 20% fee will be split between Stellar and the JVPs, and therefore there will be no other
cost to the investor in relation to the JVPs. There are no other fees charged by the service to investors.
We have some reservations that this structure applies to each individual Partnership/trade, rather than on an
aggregate Company return (i.e. across an investor’s wider portfolio of trades). It is conceivable that performance
incentive payments could be triggered for select trades/Partnerships which have exceeded the target, despite the
overall blended returns across all Partnerships that an investor has exposure to falling short of the aggregate Company
target. However, we accept that it could be otherwise unreasonable to tie individual JVPs rewards to the performance
of others in different sectors. On the positive side, we note that there is no cap on the returns available to investors.
TA B L E 8: FE E S PA I D B Y I N VE S T O RS
FEE (Excluding VAT)

CHARGED TO:
INVESTOR

INVESTEE COMPANY

1.5%

-

-

-

Initial Fee
Custodian Fee
Arrangement Fee
Annual
Management/Monitoring Fee

1%

-

Admin Service Fee

0.5%

-

Dealing Fee

1.5%

-

-

-

20%

-

1.045x

-

-

-

Director’s Fee
Exit Performance Fee
Exit Performance Fee Hurdle
Execution Only Fees
Direct Application Fees

-

Source: Stellar; Advantage IQ

Performance
This Income IHT Service was launched in July 2015, and has since seen a growth in NAV of 44.48%. The chart below
shows that it has consistently beat its target return on a cumulative basis.
CH A RT 6: I N C O ME I H T SE R V I CE H IS TO R I CA L RE T U R N
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Stellar’s target annual dividend distribution of 4.5%, and according to Stellar, this target has been met in each year
since inception.
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Appendix 1: Key Personnel
Key Investment Professionals
N AM E

Jonathan
Gain

JOB T ITL E
CEO and
Compliance
Officer

ST A RT D A TE

BI OG R AP HY

2007

Jonathan is the founder and Chief Executive and was previously a
director of Close Brothers Investment Limited (1993-2006). He has
responsibility for the management and strategy of the business and
is a qualified accountant. He is also a member of the PFS and the EIS
Association.
David joined Stellar in June 2019.

David
Stein

Investment
Analyst

Jun-19

Having worked for a tax consultancy prior to joining Stellar, David
developed a keen interest in tax-efficient investments and has made
the transition into the investment management sector. In his
current role, David is tasked with assisting the Investment Manager
in making preliminary assessments on deal flow, financial analysis
and producing investment reports, as Stellar’s AUM continues to
grow.
David graduated from The University of Nottingham with a FirstClass BA Honours degree in History and is currently studying
towards his IMC qualification.
Pierre Clarke is a recent recruit for Stellar joining in February 2020.
Pierre trained as a Chartered Accountant with Deloitte qualifying in
1997.

Pierre
Clark

Investment
Manager

Feb-20

Pierre spent seven years (Director for five years) at Close Brothers
Investment Limited, leading the EIS team and overseeing new
product development across the firm. In 2008, Pierre joined Downing
LLP where he spent 11 years (Eight years as a partner) during a period
of expansion into new areas such as EIS and IHT products.
Pierre has been a director of many companies and sat on many
investment committees.
Lawrence joined the investment management team in July 2019.

Lawrence
Wu

Investment
Assistant

Jul-19

Lawrence graduated from Kingston University with a First-Class BSc
Honours degree in Actuarial Science. He is a student member with
the Institute and Faculty of Actuaries and currently holds exemptions
for Financial Mathematics (CT1), Finance and Financial reporting
(CT2), Probability and Mathematical Statistics (CT3).
Prior to joining Stellar, Lawrence has worked for the commercial
bank CGB in China and the global insurance company AXA in Hong
Kong as an Account Manager and Financial Consultant respectively.
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Craig
Reader

Chairman

2007

Craig founded Close Brothers Investment in 1991 and was its
managing director from inception until early 2006. His tenure saw
the workforce grow to more than a hundred and over £1bn in
capital raised from private investors. He was a key figure in building
Close Brothers Investment Limited’s reputation for innovative tax
and property-based investment products. Craig is a qualified
accountant and is also a non-executive director of Homewise.

With over 30 years business experience and a proven track record
in financial services, Daryl has provided both strategic insight and
operational leadership across a range of businesses.

Daryl Hine

Claire
Taylor

Matthew
Steiner

COO

Finance
Director

Business
Development
Director

-

He has experience with multinational PLCs and start-ups but has a
passion for SME’s – particularly the people side of the team. He
enjoys getting to the essence of any problem, whether it is team
building, lead generation or product development related, and
working with the right person to come up with the right solution.
His qualifications include holding a Diploma in Neuro Linguistic
Programming (NLP) as well as an MBA in Business Administration
and Management from Lancaster University – one of the UK’s top 3
business schools.

Sep-19

Claire joined Stellar in September 2019. Claire spent 3 years at
Avison Young (GVA) and qualified as a Chartered Certified
Accountant during this time. Prior to joining Stellar, Claire spent 5
years at Greencoat Capital LLP, a £5bn AUM renewable energy
infrastructure manager, firstly as a Management Accountant before
assuming becoming the company’s Financial Controller. Claire is
also a member of the Investment Committee.

2011

Matthew heads up the Sponsor’s business development team and
has overall responsibility for AUM and key adviser relationships. He
leads the Sponsor’s intermediary focused communications
and marketing strategy. Prior to joining the Sponsor, he spent more
than seven years raising funds in the property investment division
of Close Brothers promoting tax-efficient investment and wealth
management services which included EIS, VCT, IHT and ISAs.
Matthew has been in the financial services industry since 1998,
having originally trained as a financial adviser.

Source: Stellar
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NOTE: Please be aware that the Manager mentioned in this report purchased the rights
to distribute this single report only (no payment was taken to undertake the research
which is carried out fully independently and in accordance with MJ Hudson
Allenbridge’s governance process).
This report has only been made publically available under permissions of the marketing licence purchase.
Investors and advisers are recommended to read this report in the context of the wider research and reports
carried out by MJ Hudson Allenbridge and should note that a more up to date report for this
Product/Manager may also be available.
To access full research services including a full library of tax-advantaged investment research reports,
information on open offers, market insights and useful tools, please visit www.advantageiq.co.uk, where both
individual reports and subscriptions are available for purchase. Alternatively, please email
subscribers@mjhudson.com for further information.

1 Frederick’s Place, London, EC2R 8AE, United Kingdom | +44 20 7079 1000 | london@mjhudson.com | mjhudson-allenbridge.com
MJ Hudson Allenbridge is a trading name of MJ Hudson Investment Consulting Limited which is incorporated and registered in England and Wales Registered number (07435167) - Registered office 1 Frederick’s Place, London, EC2R 8AE MJ Hudson Investment Consulting Limited is an appointed
representative of MJ Hudson Advisors Limited (FRN 692447) which is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.
NOTE: Readers should note that investment in a VCT, AIM IHT, BR IHT or EIS carries a greater risk than some other investments, there is unlikely to be an
active market in the shares, which will make them difficult to dispose of, and proper information for determining their current value may not be available.
Prospective investors are strongly advised to consult their professional adviser about the amount of tax relief (if any) they can obtain.
Although we have taken reasonable care to ensure statements of fact and opinion contained in this document are fair and accurate in all material respects,
such accuracy cannot be guaranteed. Accordingly, we hereby disclaim all responsibility for any inaccuracies or omissions, which may make such statements
misleading,
and for any consequence arising there from. While reports in this publication may make specific investment recommendations, nothing in the
THIS REPORT WAS REPRODUCED UNDER A MARKETING LICENCE
enclosed with
PURCHASED BY STELLAR publication
ASSET MANAGEMENT
LTD it is an invitation to purchase or subscribe for shares or other securities.
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